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ABSTRACT

SUBROSA 2: AN EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF TIMING ANALYSIS
ATTACKS AND DEFENSES IN ANONYMITY SYSTEMS

PAYAP SIRINAM, M.S.
The University of Texas at Arlington, 2012

Supervising Professor: Matthew Wright

A circuit-based low-latency anonymous communication service such as Tor helps Internet users hide their IP addresses and thereby conceal their identities when communicating online. However, this kind of service is vulnerable to timing analysis attacks that can discern the relationship between incoming and outgoing messages in order to find correlations between them. The attacker can use this information to reveal the identity of the internet users without knowing the IP addresses concealed in the anonymous communication services.

Dependent link padding (DLP) is a scheme proposed to enable anonymity systems to resist these attacks. However, DLP adds high overhead from dummy packets in the network systems, resulting in poor quality of service.

We have developed a Tor-like experimental evaluation platform called SubRosa 2 for studying and investigating the overall dummy packets overhead on each scheme that is used to prevent timing timing analysis attacks. We have developed our platform on real distributed networks by using the DETERLab network testbed, which is a public facility for medium-scale repeatable experiments in computer security. In our
experiments, we evaluated DLP and reduced overhead dependent link padding (RO-DLP). Furthermore, we compared these schemes to a recently-proposed technique called selective grouping (SG) that aims to further reduce overhead from dummy packets in the padding algorithms at the cost of some anonymity.

Through evaluations of the whole anonymity systems, we validated that RO-DLP could significantly reduce dummy packet overhead and enable larger number of users to be protected from timing analysis attacks in comparison to DLP implementation. We also showed that SG could practically reduce the network overhead with a lower ratio of dummy packets overhead reduction than the previous work proposed. We also deeply investigated the factors and causes to explain the lower ratio of reduction when we implemented SG on the real distributed networks. Furthermore, we performed the partial implementation of SG on some mix nodes with a circuit to compare the results with full implementation of SG. Finally, we showed that SG could enable larger numbers of users participated in the systems when compared with DLP and RO-DLP without SG.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

There have been a number of anonymity systems proposed for anonymous network communications such as Tor [1], I2P [2] and AN.ON [13]. Tor is one of the most commonly used that allows people and groups to improve their privacy and security on the internet. Individuals use Tor to keep a communication on the internet from tracking them. Journalists use Tor to communicate more safely with whistleblowers and dissidents. Non-government organization (NGOs) use Tor as the medium to their organization website without notifying that they are working with that organization [6]. Tor seeks to frustrate attackers from linking communication partners, or from linking multiple communications to or from a single user [1]. Tor provides anonymity to internet users by concealing users’ location as well as other forms of identifying factors such as Internet Protocol (IP) address.

In low-latency communication, an anonymous system can implement defenses such as reordering of messages, delaying messages, batch processing and so on. In contrast with interactive communication that has to meet strict latency requirements, the defenses applied in non-interactive communication are not viable options. Due to this limitation, it makes the communication vulnerable to timing attacks, in which an attacker examines the timings of packets moving through the system and then finds the correlation between the sender and the receiver in order to disclose their identities [3]. In order to protect the network against these attacks, some defenses have been proposed such as independent link padding (ILP) [7], dependent link padding (DLP)
[4], reduced overhead dependent link padding (RO-DLP) [5], and selective grouping (SG) [14].

1.1 Contribution

To investigate the related-performance results on each algorithm in the real-world applications, we have developed Tor-like experimental evaluation platform called SubRosa 2 to evaluate the efficiency of implementing given algorithms including DLP, RO-DLP and SG. In the last algorithm, we would like to show that this algorithm can practically decrease overhead from dummy packets in the real distributed network with real amount of traffic by looking at a whole system.

In chapter 2, we describe the background context for our works including the basic knowledge of low-latency anonymity systems, timing analysis attack, and defenses against these attacks. Chapter 3 details experimental evaluation platform called SubRosa 2. The main objectives of our work are to implement the given dummy padding schemes in the real distributed network and to validate the traffic overhead of their implementations as well as evaluate the result to find constraints and limitations. For validation, we conducted several experiments using the UMass network trace to reflect the real human behaviors in the real anonymity systems. In chapter 4, we evaluated and made a discussion on the experimental results. We also explain some limitations and constraints. Finally, we conclude our works by considering all outcomes of experimental results in chapter 5.
CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND

In this chapter, we describe low-latency anonymity systems, timing attacks, and defenses used against such attacks. We also describe examples of experimental evaluation platforms.

2.1 Low-Latency Anonymity Systems

Low-latency anonymity systems enable users to communicate in a manner that is untraceable by adversaries [10]. They are designed based on the idea of mixes, in which users connect to the internet via a chain of proxies with sophisticated protocols to hide their identities from attackers. The most common anonymity systems that are well-implemented in interactive communications are Tor [1], Anonymizer [18], Web MIXes [16] and I2P [15].

Tor is a distributed overlay network mainly designed to anonymize TCP-based applications. Its design is based on the idea of mixes to create a private network pathway, in which the user’s software or client incrementally builds a circuit of encrypted connection through relays on the network. The circuit is extended one hop at a time, and each relay along the way knows only which relay gave it data and which relay it is giving data to. No individual relay knows the complete path that a data packet has taken [6]. The Tor network is operated by volunteers from all over the world. They are running their machines called onion routers (ORs) [1]. When the Tor client runs an onion proxy (OP) locally. This OP will fetch directories, establish
circuits by randomly selecting nodes from the set of guard nodes, middle nodes and exit nodes for building the path and handling connections from user applications.

Anonymizer is an internet privacy company. It offers a variety of consumer information security services [18]. The anonymizer proxy server is one of the services which protects the anonymity of users. If somebody uses their service for illegal activities, they will disclose the customer’s information to the authorities.

Web MIXes [16] is the anonymity system designed on the MIX-based system for anonymous and unobservable real-time Internet access. It adds a mechanism on the mix to preserve the anonymity of users by adding dummy packets when an active client become idle. Moreover, it uses a ticketing mechanism for user authentication to prevent flooding attacks and provides the current level of protection information to the users. This system is operated by JAP (Java Anon Proxy) on the client-side and MIXes and cached-proxy on the server-side. The users connect to MIXes through a JAP anonymous tunnel (MIX-cascade) to acquire the anonymous communication [17].

I2P is another anonymity system with the aim to support the efforts of trying to build a more free society by offering them an uncensorable, anonymous, and secure communication system. I2P is a development effort producing a low latency, fully distributed, autonomous, scalable, anonymous, resilient, and secure network. I2P is building a peer to peer network that takes advantage of the anonymity and security of mixnets, the performance, scalability, and resilience of distributed hash tables, and the global interoperability of the Internet based on the Kademlia algorithm [19]. Communication between individuals does not need to expose the location or identity of those communicating to each other or to a third party attempting to monitor their activity, even if the third party has unlimited resources dedicated to doing so.
2.2 Timing Analysis Attacks

A timing attack is one of the significant threats against anonymity systems that support low-latency applications and attempts to prevent the privacy of users [2,7]. The attacker tries to examine the timing patterns of messages moving through the system to find correlations. Timing attacks can be broadly classified into two categories: passive and active [7].

In a passive timing attack, the attacker collects and observes network traffic information in term of packets timing. Based on inter packet delays (IPDs) which is the difference between the two consecutive packets flowing on the incoming and outgoing with respect to a mix node, the attacker can statistically correlate them with patterns in other traffic that it observes. If he can discern between the user and the destination, he can thereby link the two and finally disclose the identity of the user [8].

In an active timing attack, the adversary collects and observes network traffic by inserting the specific timing pattern such as delaying, injecting or dropping packets into the traffic as it passes through routers under his control [9]. This technique is called watermarking, in which the attacker can observe and find the correlation of incoming and outgoing stream which already have the specific timing pattern previously added by the adversary. However, watermarking attacks can be prevented by tracing back through stepping stones and replacing the distorting watermarks with original one [4].

2.3 Defenses Against Timing Analysis Attacks

There have been defenses proposed on the anonymity systems to prevent timing attacks such as defensive dropping, independent link padding (ILP), dependent link
padding(DLP), reduced overhead dependent link padding(RO-DLP) and selective grouping(SG) [14]. They can overcome these attacks depending on the models of attack and real network systems.

2.3.1 Independent Link Padding (ILP)

ILP is the defense, in which all flows of traffic in the network are padded according a pre-defined rate [6,10]. The timing pattern of output stream will be exactly same with the rest of clients since the timing and rate of packets in outgoing flows is not dependent of the timing pattern and rate at the input i.e. all packets are scheduled to send at the constant time intervals regardless of a given delay [10]. As the consequence, an adversary cannot find the correlation between incoming and outgoing packets. This method is impractical and might cause some problems since if the traffic flows in the network being routed are bursty (e.g., web-browsing traffic) i.e. if the some of the clients send the packets at the rate lower than pre-defined padding rate, it will result in adding long delay between packets till they reach their schedule. On the other hand, if some of the clients send packets at a high rate suddenly, then the constant padding algorithm will drop most of packets due to the the pre-defined interval. Bandwidth consuming is one of major drawbacks of this method. This is primary due to the fact that the output pattern is always padded regardless of constant rate of time e.g. even if there is no packet coming into the mix node, it will always pad dummy packets regardless of the given rate. With this, the algorithm uses enormous bandwidth for dummy packets. Moreover, it is shown that links padded by constant rate schedule are still vulnerable to traffic analysis as the variance of packet timing be correlated to the system loading [11].

Moreover, ILP is implemented in another way by adding dummy packets using the Poisson process [9]. However, the limitation of this implementation is that a
server needs to know average sending rate to perform efficiently [4]. Due to this implementation, it is also difficult to vary the padding rate with respect to sending rate because the adversaries can use the client information to find the correlations from the variety of this rate.

2.3.2 Defensive Dropping

Defensive dropping is a generalization of partial-path cover traffic and generalizes the idea of partial-route padding. In this defense, the client adds dummy packets within the network traffic along with the real packets and mark it to be dropped at any intermediate mix nodes at random [7]. With this, if a mix node is an honest participant, it will strictly drop the dummy packet rather than send it out to the next mix nodes. Dropping packet will occur whenever the mixe nodes are required to make the output timing pattern exactly similar across all clients. If defensive dropping defense is randomly performed with sufficiently large frequency, the adversaries will not be able to find the correlations [3].

2.3.3 Dependent Link Padding (DLP)

Due to the drawbacks of ILP scheme, DLP schemes can be implemented to overcome these problems [4,11]. To protect user flows from a matching attack, the DLP dynamically adds dummy packets regardless to the rate of incoming data flow resulting in reducing number of dummy packets and packets drop rate. Moreover, DLP applies $\Delta$ time implementation to save dummy packets by delaying incoming packets on $\Delta$ interval time before processing forwarding and dummy packets generating processes as shown in Figure 2.1. This method provides full anonymity via manipulating the outgoing packet timing patterns similar to the rest of clients. Furthermore, there is a common relationship between anonymity and sending rate of incoming packets
with different arrival rate distribution. When flows are in the Poisson process, the minimum sending rate is $log_m$ for the system to reach the full anonymity level for $m$ users flows. The results for Pareto distribution flows show that the sending rate will become a constant when the number of flows reach to infinity.

DLP can also implement a heuristic dropping to control the sending rate when the number of clients flows is extremely large with in the network. To implement this algorithm, the author defines token utility for a token as $u = \frac{d}{|F|}$, where $d$ is the number of message packets sent by the token and $|F|$ is the size of the incoming flow set of DLP algorithm. With this, it is easy to see that $\frac{1}{|F|} \leq u \leq 1$, as each token scheduled by DLP will send only one packet for each flow [4].

2.3.4 Reduced Overhead Dependent Link Padding (RO-DLP)

RO-DLP [6] is an advanced implementation of DLP and can significantly reduce the dummy packet overhead to an efficiently applicable number in anonymity systems and can maintain the same level of anonymity when we compare this method with a regular DLP. In the original DLP algorithm [4][12], nodes pad every outgoing circuit
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in the same way without considering whether or not some circuits are being multiplexed over the same link. In the anonymous network, link encryption is commonly implemented to hide the correspondence of cell to circuits within a link. In Figure 2.2, it compares the simple DLP to RO-DLP and clearly shows that RO-DLP can reduce the amount of dummy traffic sent over links that multiplex several circuits, while preserving the same level of security against global external adversaries that do not control nodes.

The intuition behind this scheme is the following, Given that at time $t$ the node forwards $R_t$ cells, it is enough to send $R_t$ cells over links that contain a number $c_i$ of circuits that is larger than $R_t$. Let us consider a node $n$ that routes $C$ circuits over $L$ links and let $c_i$ denote the number of circuits multiplexed over the same link $l_i$. Initially, RO-DLP schedules a cell for each of $C$ outgoing circuits, as in DLP. Thus, at time $t$ a set of $C$ cells are scheduled, of which $R_t$ correspond to cells that are being
forwarded, and $C - R_t$ are dummy cells generated by node $n$. RO-DLP can removes $r_i$ dummy cells from link $l_i$ [5] as follows:

$$r_i = \begin{cases} 0 & \text{if } c_i \leq R_t \\ c_i - R_t & \text{if } c_i > R_t \end{cases}$$

The attacker observes the number of cells arriving at node $n$ and can predict the number of $R_t$ of cell that will be forwarded at time $t$. When $c_i > R_t$ cells are sent over link $l_i$, the adversary has sufficient information to know that (at least) $c_i - R_t$ of these are dummy cells generated by $n$ and thus these do not provide any additional protection.

2.3.5 Selective Grouping (SG)

According to the original DLP implementation, an algorithm has to pad dummy packets to generate the same output pattern to provide the full anonymity level. In the consequence, it adds very high overhead on the network system causing the performance problem. However, in the real world, the sending rate of network traffic is various according to the different communication protocols as well as the users’ behavior i.e. file sharing users have a very high sending rate in comparison to the users who are chatting with their friends. This variation in sending rate directly results in the number of dummy packets added into the systems.

Vishal Gupta and Mathew Wright proposed a selective grouping padding algorithm (SG) to mitigate this problem by developing this algorithm from the idea of DLP with adding the implementation of clustering algorithms. SG will be able to decrease the dummy packet overhead by categorizing the users according to a delay bound parameter into different groups while maintaining good anonymity [14]. Figure 2.3 shows that when this algorithm is implemented, it can reduce the number of dummy packets added into the system. As you can see, the way to add the dummy
packets are independent among the different groups can help reduce the dummy packets overhead in network resulting from the different of sending rate of clients.

The authors performed experiments by using UMass traces to simulate with the real web-browsing traffic timing information. Moreover they performed experiments using different clustering algorithms and density distributions by conducting extensive simulation experiments to find a threshold value at which selective grouping achieves good profiling without adding excess dummy packets.

For grouping, the authors have mostly used sequential clustering and k-means clustering algorithms in selective grouping. In this algorithm, They firstly calculated count of packets of each user within specific interval window. Once calculation of packets is completed, then they count the client’s real packets in the current cycle and sort the clients on the basis of packets count as the hash key and split them sequentially.

K-means clustering with $d$ dimension is another method in which all N clients are partitioned in K clusters, in which each client belongs to the cluster of nearest
mean [20]. In the simulations, they used 2 dimensions, which are packet count and standard deviation of each client. Moreover, they also considered minimum group size and divided larger groups into smaller size.

2.4 Experimental Evaluation Platforms

In order to study the practical implementation on the ideas proposed for the anonymity systems, experimental evaluation platforms have been created to validate the results of experiments with the main objective to answer the questions such as “what is the effectiveness of the algorithms in the real-distributed networks?”, “what is the additional problem that might occur during implement the proposed solution in the real world systems?” and so on. There have been recent experimental platforms proposed for the reasons above such as SubRosa [7], NS-2 [13], ExperimenTor[20], Tempura[24] etc.

2.4.1 SubRosa

SubRosa is timing analysis on the Internet studying platform focusing on timing analysis attacks and defenses in low-latency anonymity systems [7]. The researchers presented results of experiment on PlanetLab, a globally distributed network tested. The experiments emphasized on validating the major conclusion obtained by prior simulation studies. The authors also proposed a new lightweight defense, $\gamma$-buffering, and showed the limitations of this approach. They also implemented a defensive dropping defense with 20% and 50% drop rate. Moreover, They introduced spike analysis which is a new timing analysis technique taking advantage of unusual delays in a network flow to reduce errors over prior techniques.

The fundamental idea of his implementation is to model SubRosa on Tor-like systems but choose UDP as the transport layer protocol which is more flexible rather
than TCP. SubRosa is a simple application for collecting timing data and does not use encryption.

2.4.2 Network Simulator 2 (NS-2)

NS-2 is a discrete event simulator targeted at networking research [13]. It provides substantial support for simulation of TCP routing and multicast protocols over wired and wireless (local and satellite) networks. It can be used for many purposes such as measuring overhead and delay in overlay networks.

2.4.3 ExperimenTor

ExperimenTor is created to be a large scale Tor network emulation toolkit and testbed [20]. The primary objective for this testbed is to conduct Tor research in a manner that preserves realism while protecting live users’ privacy. Moreover, it performs experiments to improve the network’s resilience to attacks and enhance its performance. However, the author mentioned some interesting viewpoints about the challenges of building a Tor testbed. First, to modeling live tor network is difficult because it is essential to accurately model the distribution of Tor router bandwidth that is available for entry guard, middle node, and exit node routers. In addition to accurate Tor router models, it is also important to accurately model Tor client behavior. Second, it needs large-scale network emulation. Network emulation platforms such as Emulab [21] and DETER [22] have the limitation in term of scalability. Finally, it should run native Tor and application code. Rather than re-implementing specific components of Tor, the authors wished to run the unmodified and complete Tor code in order to provide a higher degree of realism.
2.4.4 Tempura (Tor MultiPath Routing)

Tempura is the testbed created to study the implementation of multipath routing for Tor which a traffic splitting algorithm that forwards a client’s individual cells down multiple circuits that share a common exit Tor router [24]. With this, the testbed measures the throughput of each constituent circuit and assigns traffic to each proportion to its observed throughput. According to the measurement, it showed that Tempura can improve approximately 30% in expected download time for web browsers who use Tor brige. This reseach also show that there is no significant impact on users’ security or anonymity.
CHAPTER 3

EXPERIMENTS

We created an experimental evaluation platform working on a real distributed network to implement given schemes, collect experimental results, and evaluate them. The experiments were conducted on the DETER testbed with stratified network topology. We call this platform SubRosa 2.

3.1 DETER

DETER is a testbed advancing cyber security research practices, by extending the methods, technology, and infrastructure required for scientific development of cyber-defense technology [23]. Researchers can access the DETER remotely from hundreds of institutions worldwide and perform their experiments using a wide set of network and computing infrastructures. DETER enables the researchers to create their project lab environment and remotely access to the DETER’s user interface for experimenter workbench supporting and helping users manage experiments through their complete life cycle as well as develop, configure, and manipulate collections of nodes and links with nearly arbitrary network topologies [24].

3.2 SubRosa 2

3.2.1 Overview

We designed an experimental platform to emulate the behavior of a Tor-like network over UDP which is connectionless transport. We do not implement encryption features used in the secure systems, as this would make it harder to validate and
evaluate the information collected. The primary objective of our platform is to collect data on performance such as the number of dummy packets added and number of packets dropped.

Our platform was written entirely in Python and consisted of various components: clients, mix_nodes, sinks, multi_clients and a central_server. We describe each component in terms:

- **client** is the client application. It plays an important role in creating the circuit on each client and reading the timing information from the UMass traces to manipulate the sending rate of packets.

- **mix_nodes** acts as the guard nodes, middle nodes and exit nodes. It is responsible for receiving, padding dummy packets with respect to each algorithm and forwarding them to the next nodes in DETER. Moreover, it keeps the essential data for evaluating the results.

- **sinks** is the destination of the data.

- **multi_clients** simulates multiple virtual clients. Due to the limitation of number of available nodes, we had to virtually implement multiple clients on each physical node.

- **central_server** controls the experiment by sending the pre-processing information to corresponding nodes in the experiments, starting and terminating the experiments.

In term of network topology, There have been topologies implemented in original DLP version such as free router and cascade but these two topologies cause the problems due to scalability issues, feedback effects [5] and the degree of anonymity provided. With feedback effects, this kind of failure occurs in the free route networks topology both with DLP and RO-DLP, and it provokes dummy traffic to be generated even in the absence of real traffic. This case leads to infinite padding overhead. The
way to handle this problem is to implement stratified network topology in which nodes are divided into the set of guard, middle and exit nodes such that any guard node connects to any middle node and any middle node to any exit one.

Data flow in onion router networks is shown in Figure 3.1. $C$ represents a set of clients participating in the experiment, $M$ represents the mix nodes and $S$ represents the sinks. The client selects the path with length equal to three from the set of nodes including guard nodes, middle nodes and exit nodes and then starts the circuit building process. Figure 3.2 shows five steps involved in the circuit building as described below:

**Step 1** the client start establishing the connection with the guard node.

**Step 2** extends the connection to the middle node on the path already created at the guard node on step 1.

**Step 3** continue extending the connection to the exit node on the same path previously created by using guard node and middle node as a relay.
Figure 3.2. Circuit Building Process.

**Step 4** set up the connection to the destination(sink) through previous path created.

**Step 5** finally, circuit is established, and the client will use this path to forward packets through guard node, middle node, exit node along the way to the sink node.

In our experiments, we created all circuits participated in each experiment before hand in order to make sure that we could start the circuit together on each experiment. This is due to the fact that the circuit creation process takes time and during the experiment, we have a large number of clients with high volume of traffic. It has a high chance that the circuit creation process cannot finish on time before sending data process starts. As we observed from circuit creation process, the time spends for establishing the connection will vary from 1.5 ms - 1 s as number of clients in the system increases. In order to overcome the variation of circuit creation process time, we created circuits on each round before hand and make them active at a designated round.
3.2.2 Methodology

In our experiments, we implemented each algorithm on DETER with path length equal to three. The network topology implemented was stratified network in order to prevent the *free route* effect.

We designed the experiment to simulate the behavior of users that periodically join and leave to the system with 120 s window lengths for each round, and we assumed that the circuit lifetime is 10 minutes e.g. the circuit were started at time $t = 0$ s and terminated at time $t = 600$ s. We did experiment with 10 rounds of windows. The duration of our experiments was approximately 20 minutes each as shown in Figure 3.3. We collected the data on performance on each scheme including the number of the dummy packet overhead and a number of packets dropped. Moreover, we also figured out the limitations of the anonymity system in DETER in term of the maximum number of clients that can participate in the system without causing an unacceptable rate of dropping rate (1 %).
The client nodes were selected from DETER nodes. In this experiment, we used 25 physical node to virtually simulate required number of clients and used others 9 physical nodes to be the mix nodes and 3 physical nodes to be the sink nodes. The set of mix nodes were equally categorized into set of guard nodes, middle nodes and exit nodes. Experiments were conducted for DLP with 250 clients and for RO-DLP with 1,000 clients and packets were generate by using the *UMass* Trace.

Dummy packet padding algorithms are implemented on the mix nodes to perform dummy packet padding algorithms. Once the mix node receives packets from the networks, it would create the dummy packets and then forward them to the next nodes along with the incoming packets to prevent timing analysis attack as described in the introduction part.

We simulated circuit’s connections by implementing multi-threading process. Each connection independently consumes its shared system’s resource and creates its own network socket with its own port number. We assigned circuit label by using random number and determined the circuit life time. The circuit will be active when it receives the signal form *central* server component which is an application running on experimental controller’s node and automatically terminated according to the designated circuit life time. Due to our design, the participated clients would gradually increase and reach to the required number of clients of the experiment after starting the 5\textsuperscript{th} round and then continously maintain the total number of clients participating in the experiment by joining and leaving of clients as shown in Figure 3.3. The experiment would be terminated after finishing the 11\textsuperscript{th} round and keep collecting data from 1\textsuperscript{st} round to the 10\textsuperscript{th} round.
3.2.3 Validation and Implementation

DLP and RO-DLP are implemented on the mix-nodes to validate the dummy packet overhead and their limitations in term of the maximum number of users that can participate in the system with acceptable rate of packets dropped and dummy packets overhead in the whole anonymity systems. We would like to extensively investigate the practical implementation of a recently-proposed scheme called SG presented by Vishal Gupta. He performed SG with DLP and showed that SG could significantly reduce dummy packets overheads. His experiments were performed on only one virtual mix node.

SubRosa 2 studied results of performing SG with DLP and RO-DLP on the real anonymity environment including the set of mix nodes as described on methodology.
part. We used three clustering methods including sequential selection, sequential selection with standard deviations and random selection. In sequential selection, we counted the incoming packets of each circuit in the first round of its circuit’s lifetime. After the system had finished counting packets, it sorted them with respect to the packets count and grouped them into each group as shown in Figure 3.4. Each client follows previous cycle’s grouping and sends packets by considering only clients existing in its respective group until the circuit is terminated. We also applied sequential selection with standard deviation on the systems by statistically analyzing bursty traffic in the network. If one client sends bursty traffic, it will affect all other clients of that group resulting in adding more overhead. In order to implement this method, we first performed sequential selection process and then filtered all bursty traffic clients by selecting the $n$ clients who have top-ranked of high standard deviation values and add them into the new group, which substantially helps decrease overhead. We finally applied the random selection by randomly group all client into each group without using any statistical information.

Moreover, we extensively study the partial implementation of SG by performing it only on guard nodes for DLP and on middle nodes and exit nodes for RO-DLP along with regular DLP and RO-DLP without SG on middle nodes and exit nodes to evaluate the results in term of whether it could reduce the overhead.

3.3 Experimental Challenges

We created SubRosa 2 by using Python programming and running on the DETER testbed, There were challenges occurring during our development that worth considering. We faced the system limitations in term of the maximum number of thread allowed in DETER. With this problem, we overcame it by changing the configurations of linux operating system by reducing the stack size in ulimit command to
be 512 KB. It would allow us to increase the maximum number of threads. Besides, we encountered the problem of network socket forwarding. In DETER, we can use alias name to be network address for forwarding each packet to the destination in DETER e.g. node1.sneak.isi.deterlab.net. However, when we used this alias name to identify their addresses for each circuit especially with high volume of traffic, we confronted with the problem of having high number of packets dropped. This is due to the fact that every packet being forwarded has to be converted its alias name and use NS lookup to find the physical address. With this process, it takes some time and becomes vulnerable to be error with high volume of traffic. We solved the problem by using the exact IP addresses instead.
CHAPTER 4
RESULT AND DISCUSSION

In this chapter, we present the results on our experiments by showing the data on performance in terms of dummy packet count generated in the whole network and the maximum number of clients that can participate in the system before and after implementing SG. We performed experiments validating DLP, RO-DLP to establish the base line for comparisons and compared with the results of SG schemes with given number of clients. We also evaluate and make a discussion on the results.

4.1 Implementation of SG on DLP and RO-DLP

In this experiment, we implemented SG on DLP and RO-DLP dummy packets padding algorithms. We collected data with different sizes of group on each clustering algorithm and analyzed the effect of this variation on the dummy packets overhead in the network. Due to the fact that the capability of the system to handle the maximum number of clients on DLP and RO-DLP is different (250 clients for DLP and 1,000 clients for RO-DLP), therefore we would like to separately evaluate between them. DLP with SG were performed with 1 (Regular DLP), 5, 10, and 25 groups on each mix node in the anonymity systems. Figure 5.1 shows the gradual decrease in dummy overhead for SG implemented on DLP when we increased number of groups. We observed a 4 fold decrease in the overhead for 25 groups in comparison to Regular DLP without implemented SG. In term of various clustering algorithms, we observed that sequential selection with standard deviation could better perform when compared with sequential selection with 5 % and random selection with 15 % respectively.
RO-DLP with SG could similarly perform well as shown in Figure 5.2. With various group sizes (1, 5, 10, 20, 40, 100 groups) and clustering algorithms. We observed that sequential selection with standard deviation for 100 groups could decrease dummy packets overhead with 3 fold decrease in comparison to RO-DLP. Furthermore, the results also show that sequential selection with standard deviation could best perform among clustering algorithms. It could substantially decrease 9% in comparison to random selection. However, the result of DLP with SG and RO-DLP with SG are quite different from the previous SG’s results proposed by Vishal in term of the capability of decreasing the overhead, which we discuss in section 4.2.

4.2 Evaluation and Discussion of Results of SG

According to the results proposed in the SG research, the author presented that SG implemented with DLP could exponentially reduce the overhead. On his research,
he showed an 11 fold decrease in the overhead for 20 groups in comparison to DLP when implemented sequential selection with standard deviation.

In our research, the reduction on dummy packets overhead is less than what the SG’s author could do. This is due to the fact that we performed experiments on the set of mix nodes including guard nodes, middle nodes, and exit nodes. Packets are sequentially forwarded on the paths along the way to the recipients via the set of mix nodes as shown in Figure 4.3. When packets pass through each mix node, the mix node will perform dummy padding algorithms to make a decision on how to add dummy packets according to the pattern of incoming packets as described on the introduction part. The key point of this figure that could explain the lower capability of dummy packets decrease on our results is that SG counts the packets flowing on all circuits and use this information in order to divide them into groups with respect to the patterns of traffic (count of packets, standard deviation values, and random selection). With this, if SG could obtain the information that exactly reflected the real number of traffic from clients, SG would be able to perform very well. However,
when we implemented SG on the real distributed network, the information used for making discussion on grouping was distorted. As you can see from Figure 4.3-4.6, in the guard node, there is no problem on the packets count information because the incoming packets directly come from the clients and can reflect the exact real amount of network traffic on each circuit. The ratio of dummy packets decrease is similar to the previous work with roughly 11 times reduction. In the middle node, it receives the incoming packet containing packets sent from clients as well as dummy packets padded from the previous guard nodes. This circumstance makes the middle node perform SG by using the clients' traffic information which is not exactly reflected the network traffic of clients due to dummy packets padded on the previous nodes. This make the dummy packets reduction ratio decrease in comparison with guard nodes because SG could not correctly group clients into exactly-reflected traffic group. This situation also occurs in the exit node and becomes worst resulting in the number of dummy packets higher than incoming packets.
Another factor worth considering is $\Delta$ time implementation. On both DLP and RO-DLP, we always determined time period (0.1 s) called $\Delta$ time. This implementation helps the mix nodes save dummy packets by delaying packets on $\Delta$ interval time before processing forwarding and dummy packets generating processes. In Figure 4.3 shows that the ratio between outgoing packets (reals packet and dummy packets) and incoming packets is highest at guard nodes and becomes lower at middle nodes and lowest at exit nodes respectively. This is due to the fact that the outgoing packets are generated on all circuits at the guard nodes and they will be the incoming packets of the middle nodes. Some patterns of packets will be the chunk of packets with in the same $\Delta$ time. With this, the dummy packets that have to pad at the middle nodes decrease. Finally, in the exit nodes sometimes do not have to add any dummy packets because all circuits on the same $\Delta$ time are fullfilled by the incoming packets generated from the middle nodes. This factor could help us explain the results on DLP and RO-DLP with SG.
Figure 4.5. Comparison between Incoming and Dummy Packets on Different Mix Nodes Locations (RO-DLP, RO-DLP with SG).

Figure 4.6. Ratio between Incoming Packets and Dummy Packets on Different Mix Nodes Locations.
In RO-DLP implemented with SG as shown in Figure 4.5-4.6, we observed different results in term of the capability of dummy packets decrease when compared with regular RO-DLP. The ratio of dummy packets reduction is also lower than DLP with SG. This is due to the fact that regular RO-DLP is the optimized version of DLP and already removed some dummy packets. When we implemented SG on RO-DLP, it could partially save the rest of dummy packets overhead and make the dummy packets reduction ratio lower than DLP with SG. Moreover, we observed the gradual increase of dummy packets reduction ratio on guard nodes, middle nodes and exit nodes sequentially is the reversed trend in comparison to DLP with SG. The intuition behind this results is that RO-DLP with SG partially pad the dummy packets including the links containing the real packets and other links containing the dummy packets. The outgoing packet from previous nodes could reflect the real amount of traffic with higher degree than DLP with SG. With this, there is a high chance that the expected pattern of traffic such as higher volume or bursty traffic will be grouped into the expected groups. Moreover, RO-DLP with SG could make use of Δ time implementation on the deeper levels of mix nodes which makes the middle nodes and exit nodes perform better than the guard nodes.

4.3 Partial Implementation of SG

In the previous section, it explained about the benefits of a Δ time implementation and the problems of a distorted grouping mechanism on deeper levels of mix nodes. We would like to investigate the partial implementation of SG on the mix nodes to investigate the results by changing the positions and number of mix nodes implemented by SG in order to try to mitigate the problems of the distorted grouping and gaining the benefit of Δ time. For DLP with SG, we implemented SG only on guard nodes and applying the regular DLP on the deeper levels. For RO-DLP, we
Figure 4.7. Partial Implementation of SG.

partially implement SG on the middle and exit nodes due to the higher availability of gaining the benefit of SG on RO-DLP and implement regular RO-DLP on the guard node. We observed that there is no significant decrease on dummy packets on partial SG on DLP as shown in Figure 4.7. Even if we could fully gain the benefit of SG on guard nodes, they still generate outgoing packets becoming the incoming packets for the middle nodes. The middle nodes then perform DLP and fully generate outgoing packets. We could gain the benefit of $\Delta$ time only on the exit nodes which is not enough to make overall overhead reduction significant when compared with DLP with SG. Furthermore, partial implementation of SG on RO-DLP could perform very well with nearly equal reduction ratio when compared with full implementation of SG.

4.4 Performance Measurements of SG

To study the effect of implementing SG on DLP and RO-DLP in term of performance, we studied the capability of increasing maximum number of clients that can
Figure 4.8. Percentage of Packets Dropped on Different Number of Clients (DLP).

Figure 4.9. Percentage of Packets Dropped on Different Number of Clients (RO-DLP).
participate in the anonymity system. We used the average dropping packets percent on the whole systems calculated from the number of packets dropped and the total number of network traffic. With this, the acceptable percentage of packets dropped is indicated to be less than 1%. Our results shows that the maximum number of clients of DLP with SG is 250 clients with 0.332% of packets dropped and could increase to 400 clients with 0.939% of packets dropped when we implemented SG as shown in Figure 4.8. Besides, For RO-DLP, the results shows that the maximum number of clients of RO-DLP is 1,000 clients with 0.245% of packets dropped which is higher than DLP and increases to 1,150 clients with 0.739% of packets dropped when implemented with SG as shown in Figure 4.9.
CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this thesis, we developed a Tor-like experimental evaluation platform called SubRosa 2 for studying and investigating the DLP and RO-DLP in term of dummy packets overheads and compared these to a recently-proposed technique called SG. The main purpose of our thesis is to implement these schemes in the real distributed networks containing the chain of mix nodes. We conducted several experimental simulations and showed that SG could substantially reduce the dummy packets overhead with lower rate of reduction in comparison to SG’s author proposed on both DLP and RO-DLP due to the distorted grouping occurring in the deeper levels of mix nodes and \( \Delta \) implementation effect. In term of clustering algorithms, the capability of reducing the dummy packets overheads is consistent with SG’s author proposed. Sequential selection with standard deviation could provide better results in comparison to sequential selection and random selection respectively. Moreover, Our results showed that implementing SG on DLP and RO-DLP could increase the maximum number of clients participated in the whole systems with acceptable packets dropped rate. Finally, our work also need to be extensively researched in term of anonymity measurement in the future.
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